AS‐74.4192 Elementary Cybernetics

Lecture 11:
Power of Analogies
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z

Analogies are (more or less) intuitive similarities among
systems in different domains – this makes it possible to
share the same models (in a more or less plausible way)

z

After all, in all physics there is always the same mystery:
how do the coordinated‐looking behaviors (interpreted as
natural laws) emerge from the actions of the mindless local
elementary particles / atoms / mass points etc.
Do there exist other mechanisms of emergence – or does
the neocybernetic approach apply to them, too?

z

z

Here, this assumption is exploited...

Cybernetic view at systems: Once again
z

Basic mystery: How can the global‐level expressions be
implemented by the local‐level actors with no global control?

z

The local actors can only react to local gradients – the system
is characterized by (generalized) diffusion processes

z

Observed behaviors are result of balance of tensions among
the system and its environment

z

Interpret static equations as dynamic equilibria: Emergent
patterns reflect underlying dynamic attractors

From static pattern to a dynamic one
z

Assume the system reacts (linearly) to its environment:

x = φT u
z

Standard way to characterize a system

Assume that the system is restructured appropriately:

A x = Bu
z

z

Assume that the balance is not yet reached:
dx
= − A x + Bu
γ dt

Tension equilibrium

Diffusion process

For such gradient, there is a cost characterizing the system:
1 T
J = x A x − xT Bu
Opposite way to characterize a system!
2

How to interpret
z

z

1.

Study a one‐dimensional case: Spring (spring constant k)
stretched (deformation s) by an external force F
There are external and internal stored energies in spring
(zero level = zero force):
Due to the external potential field
s

Wext = − ∫ F ds = − Fs
0

2.

Due to the internal tensions
s
1 2
Wint = ∫ ks ds = ks
2
0

z
z

z

z

Generalization: There are many forces, and many points
Spring between points s1 and s2 (can also be torsional, etc.)
1
1
1
2
2
Wint ( s1 , s2 ) = k1,2 ( s1 − s2 ) = k1,2 s1 − k1,2 s1s2 + k1,2 s22
2
2
2
A matrix formulation is also possible:
T
T
s
s
s
⎛ 1⎞ ⎛ 1⎞
⎛ 1 ⎞ ⎛ F1 ⎞
1⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
Wint ( s ) = ⎜ # ⎟ A ⎜ # ⎟
Wext ( s, F ) = − ⎜ # ⎟ B ⎜ # ⎟
2⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜s ⎟ ⎜F ⎟
s
s
⎝ n⎠ ⎝ n⎠
⎝ n⎠ ⎝ m⎠
Fj: Virtual “generalized forces” as projected along the directions
of movements – also torques, shear stresses, etc., all presented
in the same framework (for linear structures)

z

z
z

z

z

Now: The difference of potential energies can be expressed as
1 T
J ( s, F ) = s A s − sT BF
2
Here, A is matrix of elasticity, and B determines projections
Matrix A must be symmetric, and must be positive definite to
represent stable structures sustaining external stresses
Principle of minimum potential (deformation) energy:
Structure under pressure ends in minimum of this criterion
Now – compare the energy criterion to the cybernetic cost!
1 T
J ( s, F ) = s E ss T s − sT E sF T F
2
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They yield when pressed,
but bounce back after it

“Elastic systems” / “Resilient systems”
z

New interpretation of cybernetic systems –

z

“First‐order (trivial) cybernetic system”
z

z
z

z

Finds balance under external pressures, pressures being compensated by
internal tensions
Any existing (complex) interacting system that maintains its integrity!
Implements minimum observed deformation energy

“Second‐order (proper) cybernetic system”
z

z
z

Adapts the internal structures to better match the observed environmental
pressures – towards maximum experienced stiffness
Any existing (competing) interacting system that has survived in evolution!
Implements minimum average observed deformation energy

Assumption: General goals of local scale actors
z

Compare to gravitational field: Potential energy is
“force times deformation”, or u times x
Wpot = mg Δh

z

Elastic system: Similarly, average transferred energy / power

E { xi u j }

z

z

z

Emergy = “emergent energy”

Now assume (instead of accepting the Hebbian law directly!):
An agent tries to maximize the coupling with its environment
That is:
Maximize emergy = average product of action and reaction
Trust inputs where there has been relevant information before
= Weigh input j by E { xi u j } … This gives Hebbian learning!

Simple principle
z

Environment

Simple local principle:
Match mutual information
= average product of action
(in the environment) and
reaction (in the system)
z

z

z

System

Can have different physical
dimensions in different domains
The Hebbian learning law is an
example of this principle!
When the input is seen as force,
internal (clever) and external
(selfish) feedback causes tension
in the coupling; there is an elastic
balance of tensions, where
adaptation makes the coupling
gradually stiffer

z

Compare to bond graphs: there, too, one is interested in
(generalized) forces and (generalized) deformations (flows),
but for constructing dynamic models

You can also do a search
on “conjugate variables”

z

Note that the internal state vector can be deformed: If one
substitutes x’ = Dx (with D invertible), there still holds
x = qE { xu T } u

z

⇒

x ' = qE { x ' u T } u

this means that, for example, that x’ can be the control action
Further, if the coupling between the control and the action is
nontrivial, the algebraic loop still exists, so that
if u ' = F x ' but x ' = qE { x ' u 'T } u ' → qE { x ' u 'T } = " F † "

z

assuming that the adaptation converges
This means that system does not only see the environment
as it does – it changes the properties of the environment!

“Steel plate analogy”
z

z
z

z

Assume that there is a thin flexible (steel) plate whose
deformations are to be actively compensated
Assumption: Deformation and acting force are linearly related
Combined local measurement and control: Now the control
effects become effective in a delayless manner
Measurement s (deviation from the intended profile) scalar,
as is the control action F (force) – local control is
F = q E { Fs} s

z

To implement correct causality structure, the expectation
value must be negative to start with, and remain so

Simulation experiment
z

z

z
z

z

Steel plate, two
sides fixed
Reactions and
feedbacks
immediate
Three fixed forces
Nine (redundant)
sensor/actuators
Let the system
adapt!

z

Three external forces, nine sensors/actuators:

z

Following the
assumptions!

Sub‐cybernetic nodes

1/ q
Cybernetic nodes

z

z

z

All feedbacks
remain below
zero
This means
that the control
= attenuation
Can be
implemented
using passive
structures!

Some notes
z

z

z

Traditionally, adaptive closed loop controllers are pathological
due to loss of excitation; in distributed control systems the
agents compete and disturb each other – now the control is
“gentle”, and both problems vanish
Even though the learning is active, the resulting control is
passive, and can be implemented (in the mechanical case), for
example, by adding extra layers to make the structure stiffer
The same idea applies also to damping of vibrations: The input
vector contains the vibration amplitudes in different spectrum
bands (vibration powers being revealed by the spectral
component squares)

Contribution to mechanical design?
z

Before

After
Strains measured in
each node – thickness
increased accordingly

z

Boundary element
model designs can
be optimized to
sustain external
stresses
Current design
methods only take
into account the
maximum loads,
not “fatique” –
but fractures are
related to gnawing

... and Intelligent Design?
z
z

z

Hyperplasia
Skin, muscles – loading
increases growth
Very natural, very local
adaptation rule having
global consequences –
optimality

Using distributed parameter analogies
z

z

z

Assumption: Internal
tensions compensate
external pressures
The forces acting on
the system cannot all
be captured, nor can
the interconnections
among actions
The complexity of the
system/environment
is projected onto the
finite, discrete set of
concrete variables

Example: Supply and demand
z

z

z

z

Market (the system) is poorly structured and unknown;
customer “needs” (external forces) and their realizations are
not known, product substitution (matrix A) is not known
Properties of products determine their “location” within the
market structure; there are many competitors with differing
product properties
The products offer the mechanism for compensating the
external pressures: Deformation si stands for the demand for
the product (in terms of money available), xi stands for supply
(in terms of investments)?
Balance always found; maximum overall benefit reached
when applying cybernetic strategy?!

Market as a “rubber membrane”
Market

Abstract

“Demand”
Compare to decoherence –
collapse space of possibilities

“Projected demand” Concrete

“Supply”

Loser

Winner

Entanglement
z

From Wikipedia:
z

z

In quantum mechanics, quantum decoherence is the mechanism by which
quantum systems interact with their environments to exhibit probabilistically
additive behavior. Quantum decoherence gives the appearance of wave function
collapse and justifies the framework and intuition of classical physics as an
acceptable approximation: decoherence is the mechanism by which the classical
limit emerges out of a quantum starting point and it determines the location of
the quantum‐classical boundary. …Decoherence has been a subject of active
research since the 1980s.

Decoherence takes place also in macroscopic scales when
systems get in balance of mutual interactions. The degrees of
freedom (“the possible”) get controlled (“the actual”)
according to the neocybernetic principles (?) when coupled
See also “einselection”

z

System implements a mirror (or lens?) mapping the infinite
complexity of the environment onto a discrete set of “probes”
= measured variables
“Observer is a measure
of all things!”

World

World

Observer

“Does it make a sound if nobody is to listen?”
z
z

z

z

World (potential) becomes real (actual) only if it is measured
It is not only so that observations change the observer – the
observations also change the environment
Indeed – more
fundamental than
the Heisenbergian
observation
Measurements
affect environment
in the macroworld
as well as in the
microworld

z
z
z

z

z

Protagoras once said that “man is the measure of all things”
Now one can claim that “system is the measure of all things”
“New cybernetics” or second‐order cybernetics (as proposed
by Heinz von Foerster) assumes that the observer is always
part of the system being studied
Traditionally, it is assumed that such relativity makes analyses
cumbersome, consisting of various levels of cybernetic systems
In the neocybernetic framework, however, the hierarchy
collapses: it is the same model that integrates all levels of
analysis

z

Despite linearity assumption,
reductionism does not work:
Adding components changes
the whole system

Evolution in ideasphere: Scientific discovery
z

Can scientific developments be predicted?
It can be claimed that regardless of the names of inventors,
inventions are made when the time is right

z

How to make inventions?

z

z
z
z

z
z
z

– Giving guidelines is an
intellectual contradiction!

Where nobody has gone before / what nobody has thought of before!
Get acquainted with very different things – combine expertise
Perspiration is necessary: Most ideas are no good – one needs stamina to
continue, wisdom to give up!
Find the model & the state of the domain field
Find the pressure = incompatibility of explanations
Aesthetics: See the “big picture” – and find connection between patterns:

1 T
J = x E { xxT } x − xT E { xu T } u
2
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Find the degrees of freedom
– and detect the patterns!

Mechanical intuition…
z

z

z

The new mathematical structures
propose new associations
Remember that in mechanics the
Lagrange function is L = Wkin – Wpot
If the vector x now contains velocity
variables, new interpretations exist:

1 T
J = x E { xx T } x − xT E { xF T } F
2
Inertia matrix

z

“Viscosity matrix”?

First term = standard kinetic energy
Second term = “viscous work”?
Can one define “cybernetic designs”?

Evolution in one special science?
z

Newtonian mechanics (1600’s)
z

z

Lagrangian mechanics (1700’s)
z

z

Based on the idea of optimality as capturing the patterns of behavior

“Noetherian” mechanics (1900’s)
z

z

Based on the idea of “emergent variables” (energies) capturing the behaviors

Hamiltonian mechanics (1800’s)
z

z

Based on the idea of individual causations as explaining the dynamics

Based on the idea of symmetries corresponding to conservation laws

“Cybernetic mechanics” (2000’s) ?
z

Based on the idea of behaviors emerging from freedoms of underlying actors?

Concrete example: Analysis of orbitals
z
z

z

Are orbitals predetermined structures hosting electrons?
Or are they just emergent phenomena reflecting more
fundamental underlying processes?
Study what kind of consequences it has if a molecule is
regarded as a (truly) cybernetic population of electrons
Applications:
Modeling the
protein folding?
Understanding
catalysis?

z

z

z

Electrons are delocalized
around nuclei
Orbitals = “probability
distributions of electrons”
Molecular orbitals =
sums of atomic orbitals?
BUT:

z

z

Molecular level is yet
another emergent level
Distributions extend over
the whole molecule

Atomic orbitals

z

z

z

z

z

The molecular orbitals cannot directly (or most efficiently) be
studied in terms of atom orbitals: Strange “hybridisations”, etc.,
need to take place...
Assume that the quantum phenomena also can be modeled
efficiently
Assume it is simply a play among independent local‐scale
electric fields that is taking place in a molecule
Then it helps when there is a strong structural framework as
a target = neocybernetic model
The model structure dictates the ways to interpret behaviors
– an interesting question is whether these interpretations can
be approved

Macroscopic analysis of electric fields
z

z

Assume that there are various overlapping electric fields, and
let xi(t) denote the electric charge within the field i.
Energy that is stored in the potential fields:
1. Within a single charge field
xi

J i ,i = c ∫ ξ d ξ = 12 c xi2
0

2. Among overlapping fields

Ji, j = c ∫

xi

0

z

x j d ξ = c xi x j

If charges of i and j have the same sign, potential is positive,
denoting repulsion; otherwise there is attraction

Microscopic analysis
z

z

z
z

z

However, in microscopic scale, there are no charges to be
observed, only interactions
Now let xi(t) denote the momentary field strength within the
field (“orbital”) number i
Macroscopic phenomena = long‐term averages over time axis
Assume that pi,j is the overall interaction probability among
orbitals i and j
Total energy that is stored in the potential fields can be
expressed as

J ' = p1,1 J1,1 + p1,2 J1,2 + " + pn , n J n , n

z

Because of the dual interpretation of the orbitals (charge
distribution and probability distribution), one can express the
joint distribution, or long‐term mutual interaction (assuming
independence) as (α being some constant)
pi , j = α E { xi x j }

z

z

Total orbital‐wise energy can then be written in matrix form:
1
J ' = xT E { xxT } x
2
Correspondingly for positive charges uj (nuclei); forces are
now attractive rather than repulsive
J '' = − xT E { xu T } u
Better match with standard theory:
Variables xi can be complex‐valued

z

z

z

For total energy one has
1 T
J ( x, u ) = J '+ J '' = x E { xxT } x − xT E { xu T } u
2
Here it is assumed that effects of the nuclei are quantized,
and their effects are characterized by photon distributions
determined by the relative locations of the atom nuclei
The above J is exactly the same cost criterion that was
derived for ordinary (neo)cybernetic systems!
Resulting assumption: Thus, the charge distribution along
the molecule (molecular orbital) is given by the principal
components of the correlation matrix E {uu T } of photons
carrying the nucleic interactions

Comparison to traditional theory
z

Normally one has an (unsolvable) infinite‐dimensional
problem of eigenfunctions (time‐independent formulation)

h2

d2
− 2
ψ ( x) + V ( x)ψ ( x) = Eψ ( x)
2
8π m dx
z

Now there is only the finite set of nuclei being studied – one
has a finite‐dimensional eigenvalue/eigenvector problem

(V − V0 )ψ i = λψ
i i
z

Assumption: Because of the nature of electrons, they cannot
be located in various energy levels simultaneously –
eigenvalues become distinguished

z

z

z

The above result is closely related to the Hückel method,
where the molecular orbitals are (approximately) determined
in a rather qualitative, graph theoretic way
Molecular orbitals are interesting because the chemical
properties are determined by the charge distribution = how
the molecule is “seen” by the outside world
For example – if
⎛ 0.52
then ψ = ⎜⎜ 0.68
⎜ 0.52
⎝

⎛ 1 0.5 0.1 ⎞
⎜
⎟
E {uu T } = ⎜ 0.5 1 0.5 ⎟ chain of three?
⎜ 0.1 0.5 1 ⎟
⎝
⎠
−0.71 0.48 ⎞
⎛1.76
⎞
⎟
⎟
0
−0.73 ⎟ and Λ = ⎜
0.90
⎜
⎟
⎟
⎜
⎟
0.71 0.48 ⎠
0.34
⎝
⎠

Example
z

Traditional view
of orbitals in the
benzene case

z

“Cybernetic
orbitals” for
benzene

Is this only a coincidence ...?
z

z

z

z

z

Quantum mechanics is linear – complexity comes from high
dimensionality and boundary effects
Born interpretation: Squares of some (complex!) system
variables can be seen as (emergent) probabilities – now |xi|2
And, after all, modern quantum mechanics is based on
matrix mechanics with quantum state vectors...
William Wootters, John Wheeler, and others: Similarity of
Fisher information theory & quantum mechanics observed
N. David Mermin and others: The only proper subjects of
physics are correlations among variables
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9801057

z

However, the complete solution of the Schrödinger equation
is time‐dependent:

ψ ( x, t ) = ψ ( x)ei 2π Et / h
z

z

z

z

In our discretized case, one has

2πλi t
ψ i (t ) = ψ i sin
h
The energy eigenvalue λi determines the oscillation frequency
of the orbital
Emergent affinity = integral over time: Different orbitals do not
interact
Possibility of characterizing of atoms within a molecule!

z

If one defines “fingerprints” of atoms as

Ψ = ( Ψ1
one can write their mutual affinity as

⎛ψ 1T ⎞
⎜ ⎟
" Ψn ) = ⎜ # ⎟
⎜ψ nT ⎟
⎝ ⎠

Ψ Ti Λ 2 Ψ j
z

z

z

This gives a unifying view over van der Waals bonds /
hydrogen bonds + covalent bonds?
Understanding of affinity between atoms i and j =
contribution to protein folding, and activation energies?
Infinite number of possible energy levels – infinite number of
different affinity structures

Compare to the questions in the beginning:
z

z

z

z

When affinities among atoms in a molecule are known, one
can understand why different parts of the molecules become
attached – explanation to protein folding?
A related mysterious process is RNA splicing: The same DNA is
expressed in different kinds of messenger‐RNA because of
splicing – the same explanation?
If separate molecules synchronize the vibrations in their
orbitals, their attraction patterns can also become infinitely
complicated – explaining the diversity of protein functions?
Further, as an enzyme molecule is attached to another
molecule, the whole orbital structure is changed – thus altering
the activation energies in other parts of the molecule
Structures are “antennas”
that define vibration fields?

How about the macroscale?
z

z

z

“Steel plate analogy”
can be applied again:
vibration patterns can
become very complex
Do atom grids follow
the patterns, boosting
the inner vibrations?
Applying complex
variables, phase shifts
in vibration fields in
different locations can
be modeled

See “cymatics” videos (harmonic analysis)

Other open questions
z

Can the “phonons” also be
modeled as vibration fields?
BUT ALSO

z

z

z

Why has nature implemented
neural activity in such a way –
as recurring bursts?
Higher activity means higher
pulse frequency...
Can the association between
separate neural structures be
explained in terms of fields?

From cognitive dissonance to resonance
z

z

z

z

Analyses started by abstracting neural details – applying the
fresh intuitions and analogies, it is possible to get deeper:
again, real‐life non‐idealities are essential
Previously, cognitive processes based on simple signal filtering
– but this is clearly too simplistic as associations, intuition,
imagination, etc., cannot be explained
Like tastes and smells are an extension of chemical systems,
auditory signals with spectra are an extension of cybernetic
cognition based on fields? Analysis using spectrograms?
How about telepathy!? One can hypothesize that the fields
extend over one brain; it seems that in ganzfeld experiments,
some support to “brain reading” has been found (?)

z

z

When frequencies are
summed on top of each
other, one has pulse codes
Neural pulses need to be
synchronized = launch
together to be connected

Fields and resonances
z
z
z

z
z

z

Pythagoras first spoke of the harmony of the spheres
Later, Rupert Sheldrake spoke of morphogenetic fields
There are also harmonies of cycles in the ecosystem –
species have to adapt to day / year alternation; they are
bound to the cosmic frequencies
The predators also have to follow the prey cycles
This proposes that “the next level” of cybernetic models
could be based on signals after temporal (and spatial)
Fourier transforms?
“Steel plate analogy” works also when studying vibrations:
the higher the tension (energy), the higher the frequency

Meanwhile, in the East ...
z

z

It is believed that the whole universe, in its fundamental form,
is made up of vibrating, pulsating energy
OM is considered as the humming sound of this cosmic energy

Analogues rehabilitated
z

z

z

z

z

When applying linearity, the number of available structures is
rather limited – there are more systems than models!
This idea has been applied routinely: Complicated systems are
visualized in terms of structures with the same dynamics
In the presence of modern simulation tools, this kind of
lumped parameter simplifications seem rather outdated...
However, in the case of really complicated distributed
parameter systems, such mechanical analogues may have
reincarnation – steel plates are still simple to visualize!
Another class of analogues (current/voltage rather than
force/deformation) can also be constructed:
z

External forces are the loads; the deformation is the voltage drop, and the
control action is the increased current

Electrical intuitions
z

z

z

z

z

Additional intuition from electrical engineering:
Understanding of “inter‐system” coupling
Maximum energy transfer between systems reached without
“ringing” when input and output impedances match
This offers yet another higher‐level evolutionary goal for
understanding behaviors in complex systems
Coupling coefficient q typically increases, being reflected as
increasing “stiffness” of the environment
Electrical analogy also gives a hint of how the originally static
models can be extended to dynamic cases: Having complex‐
valued signals and matrices, power spectra can be modeled

z

z

z

Maximum emergy
transfer when
impedances match
Physical units of
“impedances” can be
very different
Electrical engineering
models needed?!

z

Interactions between subsystems can be characterized in
terms of stiffnesses
u
b
x

q
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Interactions among systems
z

z

Traditionally: Transfer
of energy and matter
Neocybernetics:
Transfer of information

“Life, Universe, and Everything”
z
z

...But how about the “big”, the other end of the continuum?
Is Universe also an adapting elastic system?
“Rubber membrane” rather than a steel plate?

How about the truly LARGE?
z

z
z
z
z
z
z

Cosmic models based are typically based on acceleration, etc.
– explaining temporary, non‐statistical phenomena
Models are highly nonlinear
There is no repulsion, so that no balancing can exist?
Still, the galactic / solar systems are highly ordered
Again, the neocybernetic intuitions can be applied
Key: Concentrate on “covariants rather than invariants”
Emergent model interpretation of laws of nature:
All conservation laws can be written in the form of elastic
pairs of variables (compare to Noetherian symmetries)

Example
z

Angular momentum is defined as

m = mass
v = angular velocity
r = distance from the origin

L = mv r
z

If no torque, this is constant (invariant)
On the other hand, the two quantities
“state”

x = p = mv

c
u=F= 2
r

“input”

are covariants, variables that must vary together elastically:

x / u = const
z

Applying the neocybernetic intuition, one can assume that
this behavior is an emergent phenomenon resulting from
low‐level actions that one does not (and need not) know

z

Internal and external energies of the elasticity framework
change to kinetic and potential energies of the mechanical
framework:
v

1
1 2
2
Wint = ∫ mν dν = mv = I ω = Wkin
2
2
0
∞
c
c
Wext = − ∫ 2 d ρ = = Wpot
ρ
r
r
z

This means that minimization of deformation energy
changes to minimization of a Lagrangian functional
– this is the standard theoretical framework!

View from above
z

When variables are compressed, one has “emergent inertia”:
galaxies, etc., can be seen as virtually rigid bodies; the
inertia of 3‐dim objects is an emergent phenomenon

E { xu} = E { pF } = cE {mv / r 2 }

z

How about adaptation? The system evolution really tries to
minimize the product of the covariant variables:
z

z

z
z

In an early star / planet system, collisions make the system lose energy,
as do the tidal effects – average 1/r and v go down
Less circular orbits are more vulnerable to collisions, average 1/sin(α)
going down, orbits becoming more spherical
Check also “orbital resonance”!

Circularity – variables are more constant – system is “stiffer”
“Universe tries to become stiffer”?

z

Natural constants = reflections of stiffness – balances among
action & reaction variables – they can evolve over time!?

z

Is the neocybernetic explanation not more plausible than the
metaphysical anthropic principles or multiverse theories?

Perhaps Einstein had a point, after all?
z

z

Is quantum physics stochastic only because we do not yet
know the underlying realm?
= Can noise some day change here into information?
In string theories, elementary particles are vibration modes!

God does not Play Dice …

… but perhaps He Plays Strings!

Miyamoto Musashi: The Way of a Samurai
1.

Always think in a honest way.

“Do not harbor sinister designs. Think honestly and truthfully.”

2.

The Way is practicing.

“The Way is in training. One must continue to train.”

3.

Get acquainted with all arts.

“Cultivate a wide range of interests in the ten skills and ten arts. Then one can definitely
find the benefits of hyoho and develop oneself.”

4.

Know the Ways of all professions.

“Be knowledgeable in a variety of occupations, and learn the thinking of people who
work in them.”

5.

Detect the benefit and loss of all material things.
“Know the difference between loss and gain in worldly matters.”

6.

Develop your intuition and understanding of everything.

“Nurture the ability to perceive the truth in all matters. It is important to build up an
intuitive judgment and understand true values.”

7.

See the invisible.

“Be aware of those things which cannot be easily seen with the eye. Develop intuitive
judgment and a mind that freely controls one’s body.”

8.

Recognize also the details.

“Do not be negligent, but pay attention even to the smallest details. Keep them in mind
all the time, so as to avoid unexpected failure.”

9.

Do not do anything unnecessary.

“Do not engage in useless activity. Do not argue about useless things. Concentrate on
your duties.”

To Be Continued…!

